GUIDE FOR THE IT MODERNIZATION JOURNEY

Presidio Federal provides the U.S. Federal Government with critical communications, technology and security solutions to support your mission. We strive to achieve world-class standards in delivering quality, reliable, on-time, accurate and customized end-to-end solutions and services.

Serving Flagship Accounts including:

- Department of Agriculture
- Department of Commerce
- Department of Defense
- Department of Education
- Department of Energy
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Department of Homeland Security
- Department of the Interior
- Department of Justice
- Department of Transportation
- Department of the Treasury
- Plus, numerous independent agencies and offices

PRESIDIO FEDERAL OEM ECOSYSTEM

Featured Partners

- AWS
- Cisco
- IBM
- DELL Technologies
- Palo Alto Networks
- F5
- Fortinet
- NetApp
- Red Hat
- VMware
- Microsoft
- LiveAction
- Zoom

Growth Partners

- APC
- Apple
- Arista Networks
- Aruba
- Aviatrix
- Blackberry Athoc
- Citrix
- Code 42
- Cradlepoint
- Delinea
- Entrust
- Forcepoint
- Google
- Hewlett Packard
- Intel
- Lenovo
- Lexmark Gov Solutions
- LogRhythm
- NetScout
- Netskope
- Nutanix
- Nvidia
- Okta
- Pexip
- Poly
- Pure Storage
- RackTop Systems
- Riverbed
- Rubrik
- Seagate Gov Solutions
- SolarWinds
- Splunk
- Tenable
- Veeam
- Vertiv
- Vyopta
- Zetaset
- Zscaler
**HOW WE HELP FEDERAL AGENCIES:**

- Educating and partnering with Federal Government technologists
- Strong referenceable past/current performance
- Storytelling method for RFx responses and presentations
- Experienced proposal managers, technical writers, solution SMEs
- Organization of contracts for efficient acquisition of desired solution
- BD/Capture team shapes and builds relationships

**CONTRACT VEHICLES**

**PRIME CONTRACTS:**
- NASA SEWP V
- NASA SEWP Cisco ESI
- GSA MAS
- GSA 2GIT
- NITAAC NIH CIO-CS

**TARGETED CONTRACT VEHICLES:**
- 8(a) Stars III
- NIH NITAAC CIO-SP4
- DHS First Source III
- Army CHESS ITES-4H
- Marine Corps ISTC BAN IDIQ

**PARTNER ACCESS TO THESE GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS:**
- Alliant 2
- Common Hardware Systems-5 (CHS-5)
- Department of Justice
- DHS DCCO
- DHS First Source II
- DLA JETS
- DOI ITSS-5
- GSA Networx Enterprise
- GSA OASIS
- GSA Stars II
- ITES-3H (CHESS)
- NOAA NMITs
- US Space Force Mosaic
- USAF EITaaS
- VA EIS
- WITS 3

**NAICS CODES:** 334111, 334210, 423430, 511210, 517919, 518210, 522220, 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519 (Primary), 561499, 561621, 811213

**DUNS:** 11-7598316

**CERTIFICATIONS:** Compliance with NIST 800-171; ISO 9001, 20000, 27001; CMMI-DEV ML3; CMMC L1 completed, pursuing CMMC L2 (Advanced)